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This is our renewal letter so please be sure to renew your subscription for
the June 1996 and January 1997 Newsletters.
Your $15 contribution to
Winslow
Farr Sr.
Family
Organiza-tion, Inc., helps us defray
administrative and research costs. Your
prompt
reply also saves us from the necessity
of
sending reminder notices. You do not
need
to fill in the enclosed information form if
you
are renewing. Please share this form
with a
family member that has not yet joined
our organization. Thank you for your help and support.
We have had an exciting year of dis-covery on our Farr line. As Arlene
Eakle's last report indicated, we had extended our Farr line to Stephen
Farr in Concord, Massachusetts, born in 1649. For over a hundred years
many dedicated Farr researchers, including Archibald Bennett, former head
of the Genealogical Association, had sought the key to tracing our line over
the ocean from Stephen. In late 1995, Tim Farr in conjunction with an
experienced genealogist, was able to find a Thomas Farr in Bedfordshire,
England who had a son named Stephen, born in Bedfordshire, with same
date as our Stephen. Thomas came to America in 1650. Maybeth Reimann
has written an article which outlines this important find which we have
included. The article in its entirety will be included in the research report to
be sent to all those who have made contributions for research. This
research report is compiled each year. Anyone who makes a contribution
to our research efforts, in addition to the normal membership fee, will
receive the more detailed report.
In this newsletter we will also report on our leadership & research meetings
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which took place in November. There is a report on our coming reunion,
August 1-3 1996 and the beginning of a series on Emily Jane Covington,
wife of Winslow Farr Sr., by his great great granddaughter, Wilma Smith.
Also included are remarks of Lorin Farr at the dedication of the Manti
Temple as obtained by Tim Farr and a report on the Status of Family
Temple work by Joe Reimann. Doug Higham, Trustee and Financial Vice
President reports on our financial condition.
David Farr
LEADERSHIP MEETING
The main thrust of our Leadership Meeting, held November 5th, was
on our coming Reunion. We also discussed the idea of having a location to store our
family
records, do research and display family artifacts,
for the benefit
of our whole family. Locations were discussed
in Ogden and
Salt Lake. If any of you can offer suggestions in
this regard,
please share them with us.
We voted to increase the price of
the Winslow
Farr Sr. book to $20, as our costs its production
at the last
printing went from $11 to $13. The price had
been $18.
Raising dues from $15 to $20 was also
discussed but
deferred for a family vote at our reunion.
FAMILY
RESEARCH COMMITTEE INFORMATION
EXCITING BREAKTHROUGH IN FAMILY RESEARCH!!!
An exciting breakthrough was announced in the November 4th Meeting of the Winslow Farr Sr.
Research Committee. Information that has been sought for at least 150 years has been found.
Tim Farr, a family researcher, and research committee member has been researching for the
parents of Stephen Farr. The birth of Stephen and his parents and the father of his mother have
been found and verified.
Maybeth Reimann is working with Tim to report the details. Several family researchers have
been assigned to work with Tim to expand our knowledge in this area. Pamela Bott and Gordon
and Jacqueline Farr will be working with him to move ahead.
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There were twenty family members at the research meeting. Joe Reimann conducted the
meeting and gave a report on the temple film names that the family is preparing. A copy of the
Status of Temple Work on Family Names is
added to the end of this meeting report.
David Farr, directed remarks to the family and
presented material for our information and use.
Dave is the base and constantly strengthens us
in our efforts.
The time was given to Ron Farr for Reports from
researchers and other family members to report
their activities and findings. Ruth Stafford, who
has been so active in our family research, has
requested release from the research committee.
She has a full-time responsibility to take care of
her husband. We will miss her and her
contributions to the committee and family projects.
Maybeth reported on
handed out material to
England families. If we
we would have a great
need for more family

several sources that need to be researched. She
guide most all those who are researching New
could just follow through on what she has suggested,
volume of new information available to us. There is a
researchers to cover these areas.

Tim Farr reported his
findings and if everyone attending was as excited as I
was, and nearly everyone expressed to me or others their feelings, then this was one of the best
family history meetings that anyone could attend.
We invite any and all of you to attend the next Family Research Meeting which President David
Farr announced would be on 27 April 1996 at the Joseph Smith Memorial Building (Hotel Utah)
at 10:30 a.m. (That is 10:30 a.m. Saturday, 27 April 1996). If you have information on your
research that you would like to report, then call or write Ron Farr, (602)396-5313 or Fax
(602)396-5620 or write to: 4013 E. Des Moines, Mesa, AZ 85205 and let me know 1 month prior
to the meeting.
We next heard from Yvonna Tyrell, who is working on the Farwell and Baldwin lines. She has
verified nearly all of the Farwell
family, finding the information and checking to see that all the temple ordinances have been
completed.
Ron Farr reported on the response to letters sent to family members who had expressed an
interest in research assignments. As of this date we have given assignments to Joanne Blair,
Gordon and Jacqueline Farr, Anthony and Vicki Farr. In addition, Scott McGregor, Sharon
Jeppson, Mary Ellen Smith, Suzanne Fenton, Paul and Diane Warner, Carol Seitzinger, Sheri
and Jacob Helt all responded and expressed interest. Some have other family assignments, but
will assist in specific needs. The Warners are on a mission and the Helts are at a college
assignment in Virginia. We hope to have assignments to Scott soon, and Suzanne will be
available in 1996. We are so grateful for your desires and interest in the family research
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projects.
Ron also reported on his search on the Hovey line and a verification on James Hovey, son of
Daniel Hovey. In the church ancestral line, there is a Rebecca Dane listed as the wife of James
Hovey. Maybeth had corrected that to Priscilla Warner. The marriage record of Priscilla Warner
to James Hovey and the affidavit of a person who attended the wedding have again proved that
Maybeth had a verified and documented record. The question came up because of a will by
John Dane in which he named a Daniel Hovey as his grandson. There were several Hovey
families and more than one with a son named Daniel in Brookfield, Massachusetts, and hence
the wrong assumption. The Warner line is well documented.
We left the meeting enthused and pleased to have heard the good news. The family
organization is getting stronger and as it does, we will do more work for our ancestors.
The friendship and love generated by the family members in doing research and attending these
meetings is very rewarding. We thank all of you for every thing you do, including your prayers
and interest.
Ron Farr
Committee Chairman

I do want to point out the faithful efforts of Ron in getting our research
committee organized and assigned to family lines on our pedigree chart. Ron and the
committee decided that Tim Farr should head up Farr research efforts because of his
diligence and success in furthering our progress here. Dr. Arlene Eakle who had been
doing a lot of onsite research back east on the Farr line will be standing by to assist us
in any way she can.
Our hats off to the efforts of our research committee as well as the continued
support by Joe Reimann in providing names for temple work in the various temples.
As always we appre-ciate the continued efforts and work by Maybeth Reimann.
David

LORIN FARR'S REMARKS AT DEDICATION OF MANTI TEMPLE
On May 21, 1888 the Manti Temple was to be dedicated. The June 18, 1888 Millennial
Star concerning the dedication ' From an early hour on the cede of May people began
to assemble on the hill east of the Temple, at which admission was to be gained, and
by 9:30 the grounds were black with people. The day was lovely, the threatened rain of
the night preceding having passed away. As for two days before, all the roads leading
to Manti were clouded with incoming teams, each loaded with living freight bound for
the dedication.' President Lorenzo Snow offered the dedicatory prayer and several of
the apostles spoke along with other prominent brethren in the priesthood. Among those,
Lorin Farr spoke briefly. The Millennial Star reported that heavenly choirs were heard
and some of the saints saw the spirits of departed leaders such as Joseph Smith and
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Brigham Young in the temple. A great spiritual feast was had by those in attendance.
(See the House of the Lord, Talmage, p. 193-194)
In a letter to Tim Farr, Victor Rasmussen quoted the remarks of Lorin Farr at
the Manti Temple dedication.
'Elder Lorin Farr said he felt very thankful for the present privilege. For a year
and a half he had not been able to stand before a congregation. For over fifty-six years
he had been connected with the Church, and when a youth, he was intimately
associated with the Prophet Joseph Smith. He never saw a man who manifested
greater kindness and consideration towards his family than Joseph did. He knew him
then to be a prophet of God. A greater prophet never lived. He held the keys of all
dispensations, and conferred the same upon the Apostles. Temples would yet be built
not only throughout America but in the various nations of Europe and Asia as well.'
'He could promise the saints that if they would be faithful, the present temple
never should be taken from them nor destroyed. Faithful men had died in the past ages
were engaged in the work of redemption in other spheres, which work would be
connected with that performed in the Temple upon the earth. Millions of the dead were
waiting for ordinances to be performed by the living in their behalf. He could testify that
the Latter-day Saints were people of God. It was the little stone cut out of the mountain
without hands which was destined to fill the whole earth.'
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF EMILY JANE COVINGTON FARR (Wife of Winslow
Farr Jr.)
By Great Granddaughter, Wilma Susan Harris Smith.
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Emily Jane
1843 in
the Great Great
Covington and his
from England to
had received land
England. William
Emily Jane's
20, 1815 in
attended school in
Emily Jane's
Marlborough

Covington, a New Year's child, was born January 1,
Summerville, Noxubee Country, Mississippi. She was
Great Granddaughter of William Covington. William
younger brothers, John and Thomas Covington, came
Maryland with Lord Baltimore in 1632. The brothers
grants in Maryland and Virginia from the King of
and Thomas moved on and settled in North Carolina.
father, Robert Dockery Covington, was born August
Rockingham, Richmond country, North Carolina. He
Rockingham where he obtained a college education.
mother, Elizabeth Thomas, was born April 29, 1820 in
County, South Carolina.

Robert D.
about 1838 or
Robert's father,
County, Mississippi.
With the help of
successful
born to Robert and
Jane, January 1,
died the same year

Covington and Elizabeth Ann Thomas married in
1839. Soon after their marriage they moved with
Thomas B. Covington, to Summerville, Noxubee
slave labor, the Covingtons established a large
plantation in Summerville. Here three children were
Elizabeth Ann. John Thomas, August 7, 1840; Emily
1843; and Sarah Ann, February 2, 1845. Sarah Ann
in 1845.

During this time period many of the Thomas family, relatives of Elizabeth Ann Thomas, had also
moved to Summerville, Noxubee County, Mississippi. Some of the Covington and Thomas
families attended Gospel meetings which were presented by Mormon missionaries. Robert D.
Covington and Elizabeth Ann Covington were baptized February 3, 1843. Robert D.
Covington's father, brothers and sisters disapproved of their new religion. Robert D. Covington
was eventually disinherited.
In 1845, Robert D. and Elizabeth Ann Covington left Mississippi and joined the Saints in
Nauvoo, Illinois. After just two years in Nauvoo, the Covington family joined the great Mormon
Westward migration. Travelling by wagon train they headed toward the great Salt Lake Valley.
They travelled in Edward Hunter's Company under the leadership of Captain Daniel Thomas.
Emily Jane was 4 years old. The wagon train endured rain, hail storms, dust storms, lack of
good water and wood to burn.
Indians often followed the group and sometimes approached their camp to beg or trade for food.
On one occasion the travelers had stopped to repair wagons near a growth of wild currant
bushes. Emily Jane and her older brother John were given an empty lard bucket and sent to
pick the ripe currants. When their container was about full, several Indians reared up from
hiding with a loud war whoop. The frightened children dropped the bucket and ran for camp.
When they looked back the Indians had retrieved the currants and were laughing at their big
joke. The Indians, on several occasions, stampeded their cattle. However, the Mormon leaders
tried to maintain a friendly relationships as no one wanted a hostile confrontation with the Indian
followers.
Somewhere near what is now known as Scotts Bluff, Nebraska, Elizabeth Ann gave birth to her
last child, Robert Laborious on August 1, 1847. After traversing the last of the cold, slow and
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rough miles through the mountains, the Hunter Company arrived in Salt Lake Valley on
September 27, 1847. Elizabeth was frail and weakened from the hardships of the journey. She
fell ill of a severe respiratory infection and died December 7, 1847.
Robert moved his family to the cottonwood settlement located just south of Salt Lake City. He
became the school teacher and was called Professor Covington by the community. He
accumulated land and livestock and married twice more. His second wife was Melinda Allison
Kelly. His third wife was Nancy Roberts. In April of 1857 Robert D. and a number of other men
from the Southern States were called by President Brigham Young to travel to Southern Utah to
establish a new settlement on the Virgin River. At the age of 14, Emily Jane Covington was one
of the 160 men, women and children who were called to move 330 miles to Southern Utah to
establish a new Mormon settlement.
The phrase "I was Called to Dixie" became the by-word of the hardy pioneers who journeyed
and stayed to establish the communities of Washington and St. George in Southern Utah. Like
the true Dixie of the Southern United States, they planted cotton, sugar cane, tobacco and later
alfalfa, vineyards and peach trees.
Winslow Farr, Jr., resided with his father and mother, Winslow Farr, Sr. and Olive Hovey Farr on
their farm in the cottonwood settlement. Winslow, Jr. describes his journey to Cotton country:
September 27, 1858: I started with a horse team for the Cotton
Country the distance of 330 miles.
After describing his 11 day journey, he continued in his diary:
October 8, 1858: I arrived at my place of destination down in
cotton country on the 8th of October in good health. My animals
stood the trip first rate.
On the 17th of October 1858 at eleven o'clock a.m., I was married
to Emily Jane Covington the daughter of Robert D. & Elizabeth
Covington Washington City Washington County Utah. I help to
make molasses while was there from sugar cane (Diary of
Winslow Farr, Jr. 1856-1899, Page 42).
At the time of their marriage Winslow Farr Jr., was 21 and Emily Jane Covington was 15. Ten
days later the newlyweds began their journey back to Winslow's parents home in the
Cottonwood settlement.

October 27, 1858: I with my wife started for G.S. Lake the distance of 330 miles arrived there on
the 10th of November in good health I am living with my father the following season I farmed my
fathers place for one third of the crop he helping what he as able and boarded (sic) us till harvest
wheat crops did not do very well this year. I raised for my share 105 bushels of wheat 30
bushels of corn 20 bushels of potatoes and I do not know as this will ever be any (good?) to any
one but to my mind I do write as these things present. (Diary of Winslow Farr, Jr. 1856-1899,
Page 45).
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On November 9th of 1859 Winslow and his wife started by team and wagon for Southern Utah to
await the birth of their first child.
Washington County February 3, 1860: "at 2 o'clock p.m. our first child was born Winslow
Robert. (Diary of Winslow Farr, Jr. 1856-1899, Page 45).
Winslow Farr, Jr. helped his father-in-law, Robert D. Covington, quarry sandstone and build a
stone wall. In addition, Winslow drove cattle to mountain pastures, hauled seed cotton to the
gin, helped bail cotton and plant trees. He also worked for others in exchange for cotton and
molasses. On April 24, 1860, their wagons loaded with 100 bales of cotton and 42 gallons of
molasses, the young couple headed out for the return journey to the Salt Lake Valley.
(This is part I of the thorough and interesting report provided by Wilma Smith.. It will be
continued in further issues.)

WHO ARE THE FARRS
BEYOND MASSACHUSETTS?
The Report We Have Waited Long to Have, We Now Have.
by Maybeth Reimann
The door that has been closed for so long has been opened.
The Farr Families have had a family secret: Mysterious, perplexing and frustrating, The
"closed door" was not for a closet that hid any "Black Sheep". There are none. It hid
the answers to the BIG QUESTIONS:
WHO are the Farrs beyond Massachusetts?
WHAT are their names?
WHERE did they live, marry and have families?
WHEN did they leave their homes across the ocean?
WHEN did they arrive on the coasts of Massachusetts, or Maine?
HOW did they get from there to here? (They were not listed on known ships)
Now, aren't these Mysterious, Perplexing and Frustrating questions that have been
asked for so long? But not NOW. NOW WE KNOW.
For 100 years, perhaps more, Farr Family researchers have searched for answers to
these questions. Among those searching were our own Great Grandparents, Aaron,
Lorin and Winslow Farr, Jr. Also were the distant cousins who lived in the New England
States, who searched pertinent New England information but, neither they, nor the
professional researchers that they hired, could find the answers.
Of special note for whom we owe a great debt of gratitude for her extensive
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contributions was a close cousin, Josephine Farr Olson Lundwall. Josephine passed
away more than 40 years ago, but she left us a great heritage: The multitude of
researched records of our families, including the many surnames for both Farr and
Freeman extended families. Much of the material used on the large Farr Pedigree
charts, was initially from her work. It gave us a basis for background from Winslow
Farr, Sr., and Olive Hovey Freeman Farr, and much of the details. It is amazing the
information she was able to get, with so few sources that long ago. She must have
written uncountable number of letters, both to known and unknown relatives; she made
a trip back to New England, and concentrated on the Massachusetts records, where
most of the families settled in the early settlements, (including at least one who came in
1620 -- Richard Warren, a Mayflower passenger.) From then on there seemed to be a
constant stream of new settlers, many of whom were our ancestors. With the new
accumulated information of records, much additional material has enlarged the Farr
chart.
Let me hasten to say that not all has yet been added, and not all yet found, but the
newest and most exciting information since, perhaps, the beginning, is now ready to put
on to the Farr Chart.
A granddaughter of Josephine is Renae Warner. Renae, with her husband, recently
returned form a 5-year mission to Romania. She is now one of the Farr Family
Researcher Group.
There has been much that is not yet written about the enlarged
additions to the Farr charts; many have contributed during the past
years, and much yet to find. The newest information gives us
understanding that "everything is NOT already done by others",
and we just need to search harder for that which is incomplete.
What a thrill it has been to find that which has been evasive for so
long.
So....what are these answers, who made the discovery, and when?
At our research meeting in November,
Ron introduced Tim Farr, a High School teacher of music, from Ferron Utah. He, with
the assistance of his own certified and professional researcher, uncovered the
following, part of which he presented at the meeting:

NEW, ADDITIONAL, PROVEN INFORMATION, FARR ANCESTORS:
Sources: IGI, Films of Parish Registers, Books, Fiche
Christening:
Stephen Ffarre, (Ped. chart #32)
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17 Sep. 1649, son of Thomas Ffarre and his wf (wife) Eleanor [Haynes],
Bedfordshire, Eng.
Marriage: Thomas Farr and Eleanor Creed (#64&65 Ped Chart)
1 June 1648 Haynes, Bedfordshire,
England (Source: Par. Reg.)
Marriage: Thomas Farr & Eln Creed - 1648.
Southwold, Suffolk, Eng.
Source: Boyd's Marriage Index, 1626-1650; pp 193-4
(See birth record for Ellen/Eleanor at
Southwold; Stephen, Haynes)
Transportation from England:
Farr: Elianor Farre, Wife of Thomas.
Middlesex [Eng.], Awaiting Transportation,
Source: Microfiche - Authors & Titles:
Quakers - Society of Friends. U.S./Can.
Book 973, W2c. page 272
Christening:
Thomas Far -- 24 Jan 1619, Haynes,
Bedfordshire, Eng.
Son of Robert Far. Died 29 Oct 1672,
Source: IGI, 1993

Jan. 1656

Lynn,

Christening:
Ellen Creed - 16 March 1627, Tatterford,
Daughter of Humphery Creed
Source: IGI 1988
Marriage: Humphrey Creed and Jeane Gooden, 05
Source: IGI 1988

Essex, MA.

Norfolk, Eng.

May 1625, Tatterford

Additional Information:
(Also listed with above record of Stephen's birth: Haynes
Christened: John Ffarre, 06 Oct. 1652, son of Thomas
Ffarre and his wf Eleanor
(Also listed below the christening of Ellen Creed, dau of Humphery Creed;
Christened: Mary Creed, dau of Umphrey, Chr. 14 Apr
1633, Tatterford
Christened: Ann Creed, dau of Umphrey, 25 Apr
1630, Tatterford.
Note: Ellen's christening gave her father as "Humphrery", while Mary and Ann the father was spelled "Umphery")
(This report was abridged. The report in its entirety will be included in the Research Report).

Annual research reports are sent to those who contribute funds to our on-going
research efforts.
FARR FAMILY REUNION AUGUST 2 - 3, 1996
Lorin Farr Park, Ogden, Utah
Dick West, Chairman
Everything is shaping up nicely for our big event in conjunction with Utah's Centen-nial. All we
need now are your registra-tions. Please start the new year right by filling in your registration
including a short biography and picture, $22.00 for our first ever Year Book - Book of
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Remembrance for the Farr family. Even if you can't come, this book will give you a look at your
kinsmen and their stories.... faces to go with the names, a great addition to your genealogy
records. Many of us will order 2 or more for our children and families. Please do not miss this
opportunity.
August '96 will be here before you know it, and we want you to schedule the reunion in
your year's events and plans. Also, we need to know how many are coming, how
many Yearbooks, who might need Hotel-Motel arrangements, child care, etc.... We
need to know who can volunteer to help the committees now and at the reunion. As
you know, it takes a lot of time to plan and organize a reunion ... and it takes extra
money that we do not have in the bank. We really need generous contributions from
those who can help.
To remind you again, following is the schedule of events:
THURSDAY AUG. 1: EVENING TEMPLE SESSION AT THE OGDEN TEMPLE.
FRIDAY AUG 2: SIGN IN, NOON GOLF TOURN., TOURS THROUGH THE DAY.
FROM 4:00 PM ON - FAMILY HISTORY SESSIONS IN LORIN FARR WARD.
SATURDAY AUG 3: TOURS MORNING AND EARLY AFTERNOON (SELF GUIDED
OR ORGANIZED), 1:00 PM SHORT MEETING, REGISTRATION, PICNIC,
ENTERTAINMENT, EXHIBITS, PICTURE TAKING, GAMES, ETC.
TOURS INCLUDE: WALKING OR DRIVING, HISTORIC 25TH STREET, HISTORIC
DOWNTOWN OGDEN AND RESTORED EGYPTIAN THEATER AND NEW CONVENTION
CENTER, HISTORIC ECCLES AVE. HOMES; OGDEN RIVER PARKWAY AND DINOSAUR
PARK; UNION DEPOT WITH BROWNING GUNS AND SHOP, BEAUTIFUL CLASSIC CARS,
MINIATURE RAILROAD. HILL AIRFORCE MUSEUM INDOOR-OUTDOOR; WEBER STATE
UNIVERSITY; FT. BUENAVENTURA, MILES GOODYEAR CABIN, DAUGHTERS OF UTAH
PIONEERS MUSEUM. FARR FAMILY PLOTS IN OGDEN CEMETERY, BEAUTIFUL OGDEN
CANYON AND PINE VIEW DAM RECREATION. THERE IS A SWIMMING POOL AT LORIN
FARR PARK.
Let's make this the biggest and best reunion of all by registering early ... and coming to Ogden!
Your organization board decided we would need to charge $10.00 per family or $5.00 per
person.
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WINSLOW & OLIVE FARR
FAMILY REUNION
August 1-3, 1996
Reunion Chairman Dick West (801) 394-3342
Please complete and return as soon as possible.
PRE-REGISTRATION
1 - NAME :________________________________________________________
2 - ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________

3 - PHONE (___)_________________
4 - LINE TO WINSLOW AND OLIVE FARR: __________________________
5 - NUMBER IN FAMILY ATTENDING: ______________________________
6 - TALENT (If you can help with Entertainment, let us know)______________________
____________________________________________________________
7 - EVENTS YOU PLAN TO ATTEND: (Circle Choices & No. In Family Coming)
the

a- Temple Session (Thurs. 8/1-6:00 P.M. @ SLC Temple) Elder Richard Scott of
Twelve will be in attendance schedule permitting.___ b- Golf (Fri. 8/2.10AM____ cFamily History 3:00 P.M._____D-Guided Tours)__ e-Picnic (Sat. 8/3-12:30PM______

8 - DO YOU NEED A HOTEL/MOTEL? z Yes z No (Please make your own arrangements.)
Ogden Park Hotel is one of the best near reunion 1(800)421-7599
9 - BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE-YEAR BOOK ORDER: (To be mailed to you after the
reunion)#____@ $ 22.00
10- DONATION: Suggested for Family-$15.00 or $5.00 per person_______
11-ADDITIONAL DONATION: I would be happy to help by donating this
amount_________-

additonal

12- REUNION SERVICE-I would be happy to help by serving on (state day and
activity you would like to be involved in _________________
11- Please return to:

Winslow Farr Sr. Family Organization Inc.
26561 Campesino
Mission Viejo, Calif 92691 (714) 582-1852

Please use the back of the form for your biography which should be 100 words or less. Thank
you for your cooperation and interest. Include a recent photograph of yourself or your family if
available. Please label it. A photographer will be available on Saturday to take pictures for the
reunion book if you do not have one.
BIOGRAPHY: (use back of form)
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FINANCIAL REPORT 1995

$7,238.00

INCOME (Books, Donations, Contributions)

EXPENSE:
Bank Charges
Computer
Copies
Newsletters
Postage
Research
Supplies
Telephone
Salary-Secretarial
Fees
Total Expense

120.00
53.00
1,260.00
125.00
393.00
1,206.00
153.00
107.00
1,493.00
10.00
$4,920.00
$2,318.00

NET GAIN:
ASSETS:
Cash on Hand
Books on Hand (47 @ $13.00)
Total Assets:

$4,376.00
611.00
$4,987.00

Doug Higham

FARR FAMILY TEMPLE WORK
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Temples

Family File Name

No. Names

Arizona
Arizona
Bountiful
Bountiful
Denver
Jordan
Ogden
San Diego
Salt Lake

Aldrena Lee
Ron Farr
Paul Reimann
Mary Lou Lloyd
David Reimann
Yvonne Jacobs
Arthur Budge
Dave Farr
Maybeth Farr Reimann

Marriages
37
15

12
4

12
27
14
15
20
25
46

5
11
4
3
7
8
17

The above list is where we have sent family names to be done in the various temples.
Please ask for the family file when you go to the temple to see if you can help complete whatever
is left. I would ask those listed under the family file name to please contact me when the work is
completed so we can provide more names to be done. I would like a report in early April of the
percentage of the work completed so I can report in our research meeting on April 27th. If
anyone wishes to write or call me to request that names be sent to additional temples or would
like to be involved in someway in joining us in this work I have provided my address and phone
number below.
Thanks to all who have helped in providing names for work to be done in the temples
through research, contributions and encouragement. It is a great opportunity to be able to do this
important work for our ancestors. Best wishes.
Joe Reimann
V.P. Research
1910 E. 5685 S.
SLC, Utah 84121
801 272-6369
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